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Abstract 

This article highlights the richness and importance of African folklore and its contributions to the 

development of children’s coping abilities. Currently literature on topics related to folklore across Cameroon pays no 

attention to parental use of folklore as a way of helping children acquire the abilities necessary for daily living, or to 

the tools parents use to assess the effectiveness of their efforts in this regard. In an attempt to fill this void, this author 

conducted a study in Bafut (the author’s native land) of the North West Region of Cameroon on how folklore facilitates 

children’s acquisition of abilities. A combination of qualitative (ethnographic design) and quantitative (survey design) 

paradigms was used to carry out the research. Findings acknowledged that folklore socialises children to acquire 

abilities for survival in daily life. The author is aware that some aspects of folklore are implemented in schools but 

argues that, with regard to folklore, the curriculum should be revised so as to assist the children’s acquisition of 

knowledge, abilities, and practices applicable to (and necessary for) their maturation in Cameroonian society 

Keywords: folklore, cultural strategy, abilities 
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Introduction 

Observers of socio-cultural trends in Cameroon have often expressed concerns about the 

breakdown in traditional child rearing practices in Sub-Saharan Africa in general (Omigbodun and 

Olatawura, 2008) and Bafut village of the North West Region of Cameroon in particular (Feh, 

2016).  Although many of these writers (Tchombe, 2016; Ashu, 2010; Ntumngia and Mfonyam, 

2004; and Utley, 2016) have written extensively on folklore as sources of indigenous knowledge 

across Cameroon, only a few have focused on the relationship between the this breakdown and the 

parental use of folklore to assist and assess children’s preparedness for growth and survival in 

Cameroon. There is therefore a compelling need for a study like this—one that focuses specifically 

on  the cultural strategies that parents utilize to gauge the children’s progress in acquiring the 

knowledge, abilities, and practices necessary for their daily living. These cultural strategies involve 

behaviours such as exposing, engaging, guiding and, demonstrating specific knowledge or practice 

associated with the folklore that Bafut parents employ (in conformity with Bafut culture) for the 

holistic development of Bafut children (Feh, 2016). It should be remembered, however, that 

Folklore is only one of the many indigenous sources used by Bafut people to advance childrens’ 

abilities: those hardwired, innate capacities that facilitate acquisition of knowledge (Goldstein, 

2012).  

Methodology 

This study employed a combination of qualitative (ethnographic design) and quantitative 

(survey design) paradigms with multiple sources of data collection instruments: questionnaires, 

observations, interviews and discussion guides. A purposive-random-multi-stage sampling 

technique was adopted to select 270 children 6-12 years old, and 300 parents, making a total of 

570 participants. For qualitative data, Narrative, Thematic & Content analyses were undertaken 

with the support of Atlas Ti 5.2 (Atlas Ti GMBH 2006). For quantitative data Thematic analyses 

were performed with regard to open-ended questions, and, with regard to close-ended questions, a 
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pre-designed EpiData Version 3.1 (EpiData Association, Odense Denmark, 2008) and SPSS 

version 21.0 (IBM Inc., 2012) was adopted.  

According to findings, folklore lends itself well to cultural strategizing since its embedded 

riddles, proverbs, etc., promote and enrich children’s socialization. In fact, parents revealed that 

they use folklore to communicate issues of everyday life to children, issues such as cultural norms, 

morals, survival techniques, and procedures for performing specific actions. Banda & Morgan 

(2013) recommend that the components of folklore should be analysed separately to identify their 

educational values. In compliance with this recommendation, folklore as a cultural strategy relates 

to parental use of the following folkloric forms: riddles, proverbs, folktales, and traditional songs. 

 Njâla’à: Folktale as Folklore Strategy 

Information divulged that parents use the contents of folktales to socialise children. It was 

observed that (240-80.0%) parents confirm that stories are used for instruction and child 

upbringing. It was also realised that (300-100.0%) parents and (243-90.0%) children view folk 

tales as a source from which children acquire abilities to cope with their environment. To gauge 

the worth of their contents (according to findings), folktales can be categorised thus:   

a) Stories that involve singing (Njâla’à ŋyәә mɨkoo) 

b) Stories that do not involve singing (Njâla’à jii mә ka bɨ sɨ mɨkoo yә`ә`). 

To illustrate how the content of folktales enrich children’s development of abilities, a 70 

year-old man (during an interview in Njinteh) recounted that folktales in Bafut tell children about 

the past and give them an opportunity to compare the past with the present in order to predict the 

future. For example, telling children a story of how individuals in the past carried out their daily 

activities and about the methods they used to solve problems, allows children an opportunity to 

judge whether the procedures and problem solving methods used in the past can fit within the 

present dispensation. By assessing the past and the present, children perfect their abilities of 

carrying out actions and in the long run become experts of certain actions. 
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The reasons parents gave for telling children folktales denote that parents are aware of what 

is embedded in the stories. This awareness makes parents use certain expressions (when telling 

children folktales) that facilitate their enrichment of competencies. These expressions include 

echolalia (repetitions of words and phrases)-(262-87.3%), simple language (213-71.0%), soft 

voice tone (202-67.3%), singing (200-66.7%), expressions indicating mood and feeling (194-

64.7%), facial expressions (191-63.7%), body movements (189-63.0%), acting (to make story 

more memorable and interesting (176-58.7%), humours (168-56.0%), slogans (160-53.3%), 

gestures (134-44.7%) and dancing (116-38.7%). 

Parents end their story-telling activity not only by using signals and expressions also by 

ascertaining (1) whether children have retained the meaning of folktales and (2) whether the 

content of folktales has improved children’s development of specific abilities for daily living. To 

do this, parents distinguished four approaches: i) when children carry out actions and attribute 

them to folktales (156-52.0%), ii) when children take actions and associate them with characters 

in specific folktales (181-60.3%), iii) when children repeat folktales and meaning in conversations 

with friends and other individuals (210-70.0%), and iv) when questioning children from time to 

time in an effort to draw their attention to the folktale(s) told (211-70.3%).  

Mɨkòò: Traditional Songs as Folklore Strategy 

Findings reveal that traditional songs are used for communication, as a source of teaching 

and way of assisting children’s acquisition of procedural, tenacious and proactive abilities for 

survival in society. Parents (299-99.7%) and children (232-85.9%) conceded that traditional songs 

provoke children to acquire these abilities. Children (265-98.2%) were of the opinion that the 

contents of traditional songs have changed their behaviours and triggered their acquisition of 

abilities (problem solving, perseverance, compliance), thereby helping them to solve daily 

problems. Parents notified that traditional songs reflect the minds and feelings of the people in 

Bafut because most of the traditional songs sung by individuals are composed as a result of events, 

situations and circumstances.  
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According to findings, traditional songs are used for several purposes in Bafut. Opinions 

of children and parents concerning the use of traditional songs are enumerated below: 

a. Entertain individuals; 

b. Hail individuals and clans who do well; 

c. Rebuke individuals who are wayward; 

d. Ridicule individuals who have done something inappropriate; 

e. Advise people on directions to take; 

f. Warn individuals about the path they are taking; 

g. Teach individuals proper morals and appropriate abilities for survival; 

h. Act as reference points for individuals as they check from time to time whether 

their current life styles are appropriate or whether some changes are imperative for their growth; 

i. Condole individuals in times of sorrow; 

j. Condemn inappropriate behaviours and indigenous practices; 

k. Connect the past to the present and link to the future and; and 

l. Direct individuals on how to go about their daily lives. 

Accentuating the above points, a 116 year-old woman (interviewed in Niko) narrated that 

“in the old days” Bafut had people who were experts in composing traditional songs. If a child 

(son or daughter) did something wrong, the parents went to a song composer (without the 

knowledge of the child) and told him/her what the child had done. The composer would write a 

song in accordance with the complaint that the child’s parents gave. Some days later, the composer 

would visit the home of the parents who had complained and sing the song which had been 

composed. After singing the song, the composer would ask the child what (s)he had learned from 

the song. When the child gave his/her opinions regarding the song, the composer would explain to 
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the child the lessons from the song to ensure that the child learned from the content. This practice 

changed children’s behaviour in many areas because the songs were tilted towards situations, 

events and actions that children carried out daily. 

Taking into consideration that the contents of traditional songs cut across all aspects of life, 

and that these songs nurture the abilities that children acquired, parents catalogued songs (mɨ`kòò) 

via: 

1. Folktale songs (mɨ`kòò mɨ` njâla’à) 

2. Twin songs (Akòò mɨfa’à) 

3. Ordinary born house songs ( mɨ`kòò mɨ` ŋdamù) 

4. Lullabies – (ŋtsmsә`) 

5. Death songs (dirges) - mɨkòò mɨ`nɨwò  

            a)  Mɨkòò mɨ`nɨwò mɨ ala’â - death songs for ordinary people 

             b) Mɨkòò mɨ`nɨwò mɨ` ŋtɔ’ɔ` - death songs in the palace 

6, Traditional dance songs - mɨkòò mɨ`la’â 

7. Dance songs using drums for entertainment - mbagɔlem  

8. Fon’s annual dance songs for entertainment - lerә 

9. Church songs - mɨkòò mɨ` ŋdanwi 

10. Song for worship of traditional gods (for libation)- mɨkòò mɨ ma’a bɨŋwi 

11. Children’s play songs - mɨkòò mә boŋkghә` 

             a) Children play songs in the palace - mɨkòò mɨnɨdorò mɨ bɔɔ nɨ ŋtɔ’ɔ` 

              b) Children play songs for ordinary children - mɨkòò mɨnɨdorò mɨ boŋkghә` 
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12. Secret societies’ songs - mɨkòò mɨŋdâ bɨnaŋbansε` 

13. War songs - mɨkòò mɨ`ŋtsô 

14. Songs for fons - mɨkòò mɨ` mfɔ` 

15. Marriage songs - mɨkòò mɨnɨ`yɔ`ɔ` 

16. Traditional anointment songs of successors - mɨkòò mɨyɔ`ɔ bɨ jùbɨŋdâ 

17. Entertainment songs - mànderәˆ 

18. Songs for princesses (and descendants of princesses) - mɨkòò mɨ` bɔɔ ŋtɔ`ɔ bɨ    

mbàŋghε` nɨ mi bɔ`ɔ` biàà  

19. Songs for princes - mɨkòò mɨ` bɔɔ ŋtɔ`ɔˆ bɨ mbaŋnә nɨ bɔɔ bɨ` bɔɔ biaaˇ 

Findings reveal that when teaching children traditional songs parents use certain 

expressions that help children to acquire abilities to survive in daily life. These expressions range 

from humour (164-54.7%) to exclamations (138-46.0%), to gestures (185-61.7%), to the use of 

echolalia (repetitions of words and phrases) (274-91.3%), to different forms of intonation and 

rhythms (238-79.3%), to emotional expressions (174-58.0%), to body movements (193-4.3%), to 

facial expressions (165-55.0%), to traditional musical instruments (207-69.0%), to dancing (169-

56.3%), to modifying lyrics from songs (205-68.3%), to acting to make songs memorable and 

interesting (149-49.7%), and to preserving adages (171-57.0%).  

Findings reveal, furthermore, that, parents after teaching children traditional songs, 

indicate the song’s effectiveness (in changing children’s behaviours and attitudes for survival in 

society) by observing five categories: when children carry out actions and attribute them to 

traditional songs (204-68.0%), when questioning the children (212-70.7%), when the children 

interact with relatives, peers and other people in the society (219 -73.0%), when children explain 

the meaning of traditional songs in other contexts (94-31.3%) and when children take actions and 

associate them to persons, places and events in specific traditional songs (132 - 44.0%). 
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 Njâla’à tete: Riddles as Folklore Strategy 

According to Bafut community, riddles become a folkloric strategy when parents use the 

content of riddles to communicate with children in such a way that the children acquire abilities. 

A sample of opinions on the reasons parents tell riddles to children evidences that a total number 

of (227-75.70%) parents tell riddles for instructions and child upbringing; a sum of (298-99.30%) 

parents and (219-81.1%) children acknowledged that another reason parents tell children riddle is 

that riddles assist the children’s development of abilities. Therefore, one could confirm that in 

Bafut village, riddles are used as a strategy to socialise children and promote their maturation.  

Findings of this study also unveil that riddles, though sometimes disguised as games, 

enable people to learn important truths about life, to observe social values, to improve one’s 

memory, and to equip people with lifelong abilities such as reasoning, inferential and verbal 

accuracy, problem solving, and decision making. Thus riddles function as a tool of self-cultivation. 

Parents and children affirmed that riddles taught to children pertain to aspects of economic, 

social, geographical, and traditional values and norms. As for the type of riddles that parents tell 

children, it was noticed that parents placed equal importance on riddles that pertain to economic 

contexts 266 (88.7%), social contexts 294 (98.0%), geographical contexts 287 (95.7%), and 

traditional values and norms 300 (100.0%). These findings denote that among the Bafut people, 

riddles could be classified in four domains. Children also brought to limelight the fact that parents 

are aware of abilities that children acquire when engaging in riddles and that is why parents not 

only tell riddles to children but also spend time explaining to the children the meaning of the 

riddles.  

To illustrate, take the riddle “My uncle’s suit is made of holes”—answer: “fishing net.” 

Parents start by telling children what words represent in the puzzle. In the riddle, uncle’s suit 

symbolises a fishing net and holes describe how fishing net looks. Parents move from explaining 

what words represent in the puzzle to the actual meaning of the riddle in general and then relate 

that meaning to real life situations. Parents explain to children that the riddle describes how a 
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fishing net looks and directly inform children that fishing nets have holes. This riddle teaches 

children that when repairing, they should be careful in identifying which net is torn and which is 

not (since original nets do have holes). In order to differentiate fishing nets, the child uses critical 

thinking to study fishing nets and identify what methods and materials to use when repairing so 

that the holes that existed from creation will not be further increased. From the parental comments 

on the meaning of the riddle, the child can describe and differentiate fishing nets and wisely choose 

methods and materials to use when repairing them. When parents go through the processes of 

differentiating and selecting, the children are inspired to become innovative when doing repairs. 

The child’s innovative ways of carrying out repairs on the fishing net shows him\her to be 

practically intelligent. 

To buttress the above point that riddles assist children to acquire abilities.  

(INTENTIONAL FRAGMENT.) A 67 year-old woman from Niko highlighted (in an interview) 

that the riddle, besides acting as a source of entertainment, is a vehicle to test children’s cognitive 

abilities. She said riddles usually involve an individual presenting a puzzle (like “What goes up 

whenever rain is falling?”) which another child is expected to solve (the answer: “An umbrella”). 

She said the questions or puzzles asked in a riddle extend children’s abilities in various domains 

because riddles pertain to many subjects about Bafut tradition which and schools children on how 

to go about their daily chores and life. According to her, children who are involved in riddles keep 

their brains alert, improve their vocabulary, and are very fast in responding to questions and 

solving problems, thereby enabling children to develop sustainable abilities. 

After teaching and explaining the meaning of riddles, parents enable children to 

communicate (with respect to the riddle taught) by using skills like explaining, repeated 

questioning, narrating, describing and engaging children in actions that generate new knowledge 

relevant to their daily duties. Parents do not only explain riddles and relate them to real life 

situations, but also use certain expressions (in the course of narrating riddles) that facilitate 

children’s development of abilities. For example, in the course of recounting riddles to children, 

parents use gestures (such as pointing) 202 (67.3%), facial expressions (such as frown) 215 
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(71.7%), figurative expressions (for example “as slow as a snail-lazy”) 187 (62.3%), simple 

language 186 (62.0%), humour 184 (61.3%), idioms (for example, “take the bull by the horns,” 

which means “deal with a problem decisively,” or “to call the shots/tune,” which means “make the 

important decisions) 158 (52.7%). The parents also help children to interpret the meaning of the 

riddles by using suitable/appropriate comments such as calling children good names; cheering 

them on; and using appealing words according to circumstances 176 (58.7%); preforming practical 

demonstrations and expressions such as “listen attentively,”, “this would help you during your 

daily life”, “this implies …”, “you should be hard working” 158 (52.7%); and speaking in a soft 

tone 109 (36.3%). In these ways parents pass on messages to children that aid in their development 

of competencies and their acquisition of new knowledge necessary for their survival.  

To elaborate: Bafut parents consider riddles as a serious strategy for augmenting abilities, 

are concerned with the “how” of learning, and utilise certain mechanisms to find out (1) whether 

children have retained the meaning of riddles told and (2) whether the content of riddles has 

improved children’s development of abilities for daily living. Findings indicated four parental 

approaches for attaining their goals. These mechanisms range from asking children questions about 

riddles and having children responding correctly (209-69.7%), to allowing children to perform a 

task that was suggested in one of the riddles and having the children perform that task well (207-

69.0%), to encouraging children to have daily interactions with people (190-63.3%), and to having 

children apply knowledge obtained from riddles to daily real-life situations (152-50.7%). Through 

these mechanisms, certain abilities are passed on to children, abilities that help them to survive in 

the environment. As an indication of this fact, (265-98.5%) children observed that the way behave 

and the way they look at life have changed because of the riddles that parents told them. 

Mɨghaa mɨ` ŋnâ nàà: Proverbs as Folklore Strategy  

Findings confirm that a proverb is a strategy that Bafut parents adopt to communicate, 

educate, guide and interact with children in a manner that aids children in the acquisition of 

abilities. Unlike riddles, proverbs are used for instruction in child rearing and for the children’s 

acquisition of coping skills. Findings revealed that (254-84.7%) parents use proverbs for 
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instruction and child upbringing while (300-100%) parents were of the opinion that proverbs are 

used to help children acquire coping skills. 

Interestingly, the study reveals that parents not only tell children proverbs but also explain 

to them how the proverbs relate to real life situations. Take for example the proverb “whether 

someone gave grass to the goat to eat or the goat ate it alone, the most important thing is that the 

goat ate the grass”. Parents begin by explaining words in the proverbs; for example, goat 

symbolises an individual. Therefore, someone gave grass to the goat or the goat ate it alone 

symbolises different ways / methods / techniques of doing things; the goat ate the grass implies 

that the individual performed the action rightly. At this point, parents expatiate on the meaning of 

the proverb and relate it to daily situations. For example, they explain that when children are 

carrying out any action—be it cooking, hunting, repairs, weaving or assembling furniture—they 

should always try other methods of doing the same actions. By performing actions in different 

ways, children in the long run perfect their abilities such as reasoning, acting proactively, and 

understanding procedural processes. It is this expertise which children use to perform actions that 

display practical intelligence. As proof that proverbs actually enhance children’s development of 

abilities, a total of (267-98.9%) children accepted that proverbs have changed their behaviour(s) 

and way(s) of handling situations in life. 

Findings document that the contents of proverbs in Bafut contain aspects pertaining to 

character development (mɨghaa mɨ` ŋnâ nàà mɨ kwetɨˆ nɨ` bɔ`ɔ` mә` bɨ kwê nɨ` ŋoŋsә), cultural 

norms (mɨghaa mɨ` ŋnâ nàà nloŋ noŋsәˆ àla’à), social activities (mɨghaa mɨ` ŋnâ nàà nloŋ mɨfa’â 

mɨ la’â) and to certain age groups (mɨghaa mɨ` ŋnâ nàà nloŋ ɨloò bә`). In the same vein, (300-

100.0%) parents emphasised the importance of proverbs pertaining to character upbringing, (300-

100.0%) to cultural norms, (264-88.0%) to social activities, and (205-68.3%) to age groups. These 

findings therefore suggest that among the Bafut people, proverbs could be classified in the four 

domains explained above and propounded via the parents’ projections. 

Findings substantiate that when teaching children proverbs, parents use certain expressions 

to aid children’s acquisition of competencies that help them to adapt to their environment. 
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Examples of such expressions include: biblical expressions (192-64.0%), facial expressions (187-

62.3%), gestures (184-61.3%), simple language (175-58.3%), figurative expressions (173-57.7%), 

humour (142-47.3%), examples (148-49.3%), adages (48-16.0%) and soft tone (224-74.7%). 

Authenticating the point that the content of proverbs stimulate children’s development of 

competencies and practical intelligence, responses from parents and children indicated that the 

content of proverbs are pregnant with the wisdom and philosophy of the people. Thus proverbs act 

as an instrument of child upbringing, instruction, discipline, guidance and caution and, and for the 

acquisition of techniques for undertaking tasks in the Bafut community. 

To display how knowledgeable Bafut parents are about the content of proverbs, parents use 

certain approaches to find out if proverbs have actually transformed children (both in their 

behaviours and in making practical decisions). Parents know children have retained the meaning 

of proverbs and have learned from what is embedded in proverbs through the following means: 

questioning (190-63.8%), observing when the child applies knowledge from proverbs to his/her 

daily life and practical chores (202-67.8%), and noting when the child uses proverbs and explains 

the meaning when he/she is with friends and other individuals (198-66.4%).  

Conclusion 

In the process of socialising children through the use of folklore, Bafut parents manifest 

certain behaviours that aid children to acquire abilities that enhance children’s holistic 

development. Findings indicated that folklore strategy in Bafut enhances children’s development 

of abilities, knowledge and behaviours that assist children in adapting to their environment. The 

researcher is aware of the fact that some aspects of folklore are implemented in schools but argues 

that the content of folklore should be redressed and adjusted in a manner that suits the knowledge, 

abilities, and actions which teachers want to pass on to children. Furthermore, the meaning of 

folklore has different interpretations in different cultures. Teachers should be careful in extracting 

the meaning in folklore that fits with the purpose of the lessons. This intentional move might help 
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children to acquire appropriate coping abilities for their survival in their immediate environments 

and in society as a whole. 
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Abstract 

This paper argues that women currently are more involved than men in the protection, sustenance and 

preservation of nature. This argument is backed by the view that to women, nature and the environment are matters 

of the soul. The paper taps literary evidence from Venus of Khala-Kanti to show the psucho-spiritual attachment that 

women have to the ecosystem, an attachment that allows them to commune with nature physically and metaphysically 

and to enhance their God-given roles as buoyant engines of today’s society. The critical theory which informs the 

analysis herein is the Ecofeminist approach, which situates women as forebears of climate change mitigation and 

environmental protection and sustainability in a 21st century world, faced with very challenging environmental 

hazards.   
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Introduction 

According to the biblical creation story in The Holy Bible. humans as superior beings 

created by God were given absolute authority over nature (fauna and flora): 

God blessed them and said to them “Be fruitful and increase in number; fill 

the earth and subdue it. Rule over the fish of the sea and the birds of the air 

and over every living creature that moves on the ground.” Then God said, “I 

give you every seed-bearing plant on the face of the whole earth and every 

tree that has fruit with seed in it. They will be yours for food.” (Genesis 1: 

28-29) 

In The Holy Bible, then, humans have the mandate to coordinate the activities of nature 

(the environment) in all senses, except for natural phenomena over which they have little or no 

control. As such, humans have instituted a close, symbiotic, nature-friendly and very dynamic 

relationship with their environment. It could be inferred from God’s mandate to human beings to 

“increase and multiply” that He was referring to diverse ways of human production: knowledge, 

procreation, invention, discovery and much more.  

Women have now grown far above the “weaker sex” label, which used to assign them to a 

state of psychosocial, spiritual, political and economic imprisonment. The African woman 

possesses potentials that allow her to play key roles in reproduction, production, community 

growth, economics, spirituality, politics (just to cite a few areas of their influence). In most African 

countries, women have traditionally been the breadbaskets of their society; they cultivate the soil 

and produce foodstuffs that feed families. Women are passionately involved in washing and 

cooking, fishing (aquaculture), bee farming, tree planting, gardening and petit trading or large 

commercial businesses. Today, women all over the world are now involved in politics, 

entrepreneurship, science and social activism.  

This paper argues that today women are more involved than they used to be in the 

protection, sustenance and preservation of nature. This argument is dramatized in Angel Kingue’s 
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novel Venus of Khala Kanti, where women view nature and the environment as matters of the soul. 

The paper taps literary evidence from this novel to show the psucho-spiritual attachment which 

women have for the ecosystem, an attachment that allows them to commune with nature physically 

and metaphysically to enhance their God-given roles as buoyant engines of today’s society. The 

critical theory which informs the analysis herein is the Ecofeminist approach, which situates 

women as forebears of climate change mitigation and environmental protection and sustainability 

in a 21st century world that is faced with very challenging environmental hazards.   

Summarily, this paper elucidates its views from three central axes: ecofeminist canons 

which inform women’s roles, the inseparable (symbiotic) relationship between women and nature 

in Angele Kingue’s Venus of Khala Kanti, and the strong bond of sorority exhibited between the 

women in Venus of Khala Kanti and their literary cosmos. 

Ecofeminism: A Critical Review 

Ecocriticism as a theory is a recent import in literary discourse. The word ecocriticism goes 

back to the American scholar, Cheryll Glotfelty, who coined it in 1989 to refer to a theory that 

looks at the way nature in general is presented in literary works. Before the advent the term 

ecocriticism, “the study of nature writing” was the concept en vogue. Also, prominent in ecocritical 

discourse are other names like Harold Fromm, Lawrence Buell and Michael Branch. More 

recently, scholars and critics like William Slaymaker, Manthia Diawara and Rob Nixon, among 

others, have paid attention to the way ecocriticism and ecological literary writings have been 

viewed within African literary circles. 

Ecocriticism looks at the relationship that exists between human beings and the  

environment and the manner in which this relationship is presented in literary works. It explores 

how human beings demonstrate their attitude toward the elements of nature and how they are 

affected by these elements.. It also stresses the fact that plants, animals and other elements of the 

ecosystem have and deserve their rightful place within the environment. 
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In ecocriticism, the greening of landscape is emphasized; thus, one notes the frequent 

occurrence of phrases that begin with the word "green"- green Sahel, green cities, green peace, 

green glasses, green revolution, shades of green, global green, etc.. By emphasizing "green", 

ecocriticism symbolically stresses originality, peace, birth and rejuvenation. The focus, therefore, 

is on the natural coexistence of man and nature, the preservation and proper management of the 

natural landscape. 

Besides the above mentioned tenets, ecocriticism also handles issues of eco-activism and 

looks at the ways literary critics view issues of equity and justice and their place in environmental 

concerns. The Free Library in the introduction to its "Special Issue Ecocriticism Part 1" states: 

According to Levin (1999:1097) ecocriticism is marked by a "tremendously 

ambitious, intellectual, ethical, political and even (sometimes) spiritual 

agenda." He [Levin] states that ecocritical dialogue often aims at 

transforming the human environment and ecological consciousness by 

guiding the historically egocentric Western imagination towards a newly 

emerging ecocentric paradigm. (34). 

This observation supports the fact that ecocriticism not only focuses on the natural 

environment, but also takes into account other elements that make up that environment. Lawrence 

Coupe's definition further highlights this when he says ecocriticism is an approach to literature 

which "considers the relationship between human and non-human life as represented in literary 

texts and which theorizes about the place of literature in the struggle against environmental 

destruction" (qtd. in Olaniyan and Quayson 705). In the same light, Richard Kerridge maintains: 

The ecocritic wants to track environmental ideas and representations 

wherever they appear…. Most of all, ecocriticism seeks to evaluate texts and 

ideas in terms of their coherence and usefulness as responses to 

environmental crises. (qtd. in Garrard 4) 

http://www.thefreelibrary.com/
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In "Ecocriticism: the Intersection of Literature and the Environment", Heather Gorn 

maintains: “Through ecocriticism, scholars are able to integrate an environmental aspect into their 

work, thereby cultivating an awareness of environmental issues and asserting their significance” 

(12). This assertion situates ecocriticism in the context of larger human -related issues. 

Furthermore, ecocriticism looks at environmental issues in works of art via multidisciplinary 

perspectives; it considers the relationship between the natural environment and the socio-political 

and general environment within which humans operate. This praxis in ecocriticism ties in with the 

other sociological and functional critical perspectives which equally relate works of art to the other 

forces in society that inform them. 

Slaymaker associates the meager response to the "Global Green" call with the cultural 

suspicions that continue to prevail between black and white cultural critics, where literary scholars 

like Manthia Diawara are concerned with the: 

Domination of cultural markets by Eurocentrists who impose restrictions and 

propose fashions to the detriment of local artisans who wish to remain loyal 

to regional cultures and not switch allegiance to nation states artificially 

created by Europeans and their African puppets. (Olaniyan and Quayson 

658) 

It must be stressed here that multiple interpretations which limit/delimit ecocriticism tend 

only to obstruct the aggressive response to environmental challenges that ought to be embraced by 

all and sundry. 

 According to Sama Festus Ambe in “Man and Environment in Modern African Poetry” 

(M.A. Thesis), 

Ecocriticism is not solely an academic exercise isolated from issues, but is 

married to, and determined by issues. Only from this perspective can 

environmental issues be handled more holistically with man at the centre. 

(28) 

http://www.thefreelibrary.com/
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Also, an article “Addressing Environmental Problems in Africa” published by The Africa 

Society in March 2008 states: 

The socioeconomic impact of environmental deterioration on Africa 

continues to pose a major problem to development, stability, and daily 

lifestyles. Africa has contributed less than any other region to greenhouse gas 

emissions that are widely held responsible for global warming. But the 

continent is also the most vulnerable to the consequences….Rapid 

urbanization and industrialization also create new environmental challenges.  

                 (http/www.africasummit.org/publications/Environment) 

Sama Festus Ambe in “Man and Environment in Modern African Poetry” opines that the 

problem was, is and will still be man if attitudinal change does not occur: “All these problems 

revolve around man and his behaviour in the environment, and their exacerbating nature calls for 

a rethinking of the strategies being implemented in handling environmental problems” (2).  

Due to human beings’ domineering attitude over all the other species of the ecosystem, 

their actions in the environment—which are deliberate—have not only put the other species under 

stress, but have also put themselves in serious environmental crises today. Angele Kingue’s Venus 

of Khala-Kanti pictures human beings as two-fold; those (male truck drivers) who consciously 

destroy nature (the forest), and those (females- Assumta, Bella and Clarisse  ) who reclaim, 

rejuvenate, protect and sustain nature through their myriad actions. 

In an article in Agriculture and the Environment, “International Cooperation to Protect Our 

Productive Environment”, Julia Morris opines: 

In recent years, people around the world have come to acknowledge the 

importance of our natural environment and its sensitivity to the effects of 

humans’ actions. Holes in the ozone layer over the Antarctica, spreading 

deserts in Africa, acid rain in Eastern Europe, and deforestation in Brazil… 

(204) 
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Ecocriticism is fundamental to our analyses in that it examines the way people relate and 

interact with their immediate natural environment in particular and in their social space in general, 

with the goal of mitigating (solving) environmental issues that have complicated human existence 

due, perhaps, to uncontrolled excesses. Most importantly, as unveiled in Angele Kingue’s Venus 

of Khala-Kanti,  the above-mentioned literary texts lay serious emphasis on the inhumane pain 

perpetrated on the environment for selfish gains. 

The Symbiotic Relationship between Women and Nature in Angele Kingue’s 

Venus of Khala-Kanti 

In the introduction to her book, If You Love this Planet: A Plan to Heal the Earth, Helen 

Caldicott says: 

The earth has a natural system of interacting homeostatic mechanisms 

similar to the human body’s. If one system is diseased, like the ozone layer, 

the other systems develop abnormalities in function – the crops will die, the 

plankton will be damaged, and the eyes of all creatures on the planet will 

become diseased and vision impaired. (13) 

The argument above stresses that the existence and survival of human beings are largely 

dependent on the conscious management of all elements that make up the ecosystem. It therefore 

implies the necessity for a symbiotic relationship between human beings and nature. This 

symbiosis is the thematic heart of Angele Kingue’s Venus of Khala-Kanti.   

Dictionary.com, a free online dictionary, defines “symbiosis” as a biological term which 

describes an interaction between two different organisms living in close physical association, 

typically to the advantage of both. It can also be seen as a mutually beneficial relationship between 

different people or groups. Symbiosis exists in a three-fold-dimension: mutualism (here, both 

partners benefit), commensalism (only one species benefits while the other is neither helped nor 

harmed) and parasitism (one organism_the parasite_ gains, while the other (the host) suffers. 

Symbiosis is synonymous to synergism, team effort or teaming.  
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Angel Kingue’s masterpiece is a unique dramatization of these symbiotic paradigms. It is 

worth noting here that men in this text function as agents of parasitism and commensalism, while 

women (especially the trio- Bella, Assumta and Clarisse) are presented as flag bearers of 

mutualism. It can be argued then, that men and women collectively constitute one part of the 

symbiotic relationship between human beings and nature. 

In her blurb on the novel, Jean-Marie Volet, effectively summarizes Kingue’s thriller: 

The heart of the story beats with the laughter and tears of three women. 

Having faced incredible hardship, they come together to build their lives 

anew, armed with the age-old spirit of human resilience, understanding and 

tenderness. Tapping into the very soil of Khala-Kanti, Bella, Assumta and 

Clarisse construct spaces, both internal and external, where they and others 

can rejuvenate their bodies, minds and spirits. They build the Good Hope 

Centre which embraces both the physical and the mystical landscape of the 

story. The centre fuels the restoration and growth of the village’s inhabitants 

and offers a sanctuary for those who visit and those who stay. (Blurb) 

Khala-Kanti, a junction village has suffered from “mislaid funds” (3). The government has 

virtually abandoned the village, but due to its location, road construction (truck) drivers use this 

abandoned settlement en route to other construction and business destinations. Assumta convinces 

her father the Chief to cede a little portion of land for the construction of a warehouse which will 

advance development in Khala-Kanti in one way or another, Unfortunately, as Assumta puts it 

plainly to Khasia; “the terrible thing is that the drivers didn’t build the storehouse and instead cut 

all of this small forest’s beautiful trees – they razed everything!” (22).   

As earlier postulated, men in the text (the truck drivers) are viewed as parasites and agents 

of commensalism who pretend not to have plans of harming nature in any way, but who end up 

benefitting from nature (the forest) and leaving her to suffer from the unfriendly act of 

deforestation. They clear all the trees in the forest to enrich themselves, leaving the villagers of 
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Khala-Kanti to suffer the effects of global warming through the direct contact with the ultraviolet 

rays of the sun, a contact which would have been prevented by the trees. As a result of their need 

for food, poaching is at its apex. We could therefore observe that due to men’s greedy desire to 

make money for themselves, they have little or no respect for nature’s wellbeing. It is worth 

stressing here that the Bekon forest, which is razed in Khala-Kanti, is powerfully symbolic. It is a 

microcosm of the macro forest in African countries, which have suffered from untold deforestation 

with little or no benefits enjoyed by the native forest owners. 

In the same vein of parasitism, Boualo, the rising soccer star whose dreams are shattered 

by an injury that ends his career, vents his frustration on Bella, his beautiful, caring and 

understanding wife. Boualo chops off Bella’s two arms, leaves her almost lifeless and disappears 

to an unknown destination. Boualo’s behaviour is what is referred to as man’s inhumanity to man. 

Naturally speaking, a man should love his wife as he does himself and protect her at all cost. 

Interestingly, Bella had assumed the manly role, undergoing untold pain for the couple’s survival 

both in Tingui and back in the village. Yet, her reward is an armless body. Nature is terribly abused 

through Boualo’s act. Thanks to nature’s supernatural tendencies, Bella survives and wanders into 

Khala-Kanti.  Her destiny resides in the homely bosom of nature.   

Nature treats Bella fairly because of the good heart she possesses. Assumta welcomes her 

to the Good Hope Centre and treats her with love, tenderness and care. She offers Bella shelter and 

initiates her into the business on the basis of trust since they both seem to have suffered bad faith 

beyond measure. Assumta’s treatment of Bella is complemented by Khasia, the intelligent teacher 

and most eligible bachelor of Khala-Kanti, who widely opens his loving arms and embraces Bella 

for sincere and pure love of her natural endowments. Khasia, unlike the parasitic truck drivers, is 

a symbol of mutualism in the text. After suffering untold hardship in his journalistic career, he 

resolves to retire back home to find peace and solace. This is what Khasia tells Bella one evening 

when they were lying in bed: “I have never seen anyone like you! When I was in Tingui, I would 

have so loved doing a profile of someone like you for my television newscast” (114).  
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Bella’s response to Khasia is one of feigned seriousness: “One of nature’s curiosities. 

That’s right”. Khasia, recognizing the self-derision that often characterized his lover’s words 

responds immediately: 

“No”, I would most likely describe you as Zema, the goddess of harmony, 

the ancestor to the people of this region. She’s the one who dried the diseases-

bearing swamps and turned this corner of the forest into a livable place. She 

could only be seen at the mysterious and serene hour of dusk, in the light 

infused with colour that filtered through the leaves. Her body, whose 

contours were barely visible, drifted from house to house, leaving showers 

of shimmering music in her wake. (114) 

Khasia’s comparison of Bella to Zema, the goddess of harmony, is a clear indication of the 

central healing and productive role played by Assumta, Bella and Clarisse through their 

involvement with the Good Hope Centre, which becomes a sanctuary for the inhabitants and 

visitors of Khala-Kanti. It becomes apparent that Khasia and Assumta push Bella to embrace life 

and to restore her faith that nature still loves and can be loved in return. Hence, their mutualistic 

connection to nature is carefully enhanced. 

In the same mutualistic vein, Assumta, Clarisse and Bella orchestrate a complete overhaul 

of Khala-Kanti’s development through their investments in nature’s heritage. All three young 

ladies withdraw from the city after experiencing hell in the form of torture, pain and suffering 

perpetrated by humans and as a consequence other natural phenomena. Nevertheless, the trio 

chooses not to lose hope but rather to find comfort and solace in nature- through their activities at 

the Good Hope Centre and other environs of Khala-Kanti. 

Assumta takes responsibility for convincing the father to hand over a piece of land to the 

truck drivers who end up leaving it in a desolate state. She begins to make amends through the 

cleansing of that sacred part of Khala-Kanti. Assumta says: “I think we’ll need to hold a lot of 

atonement ceremonies. I know I will need to part with a good amount of money in order to calm 
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them down” (23). This atonement is both physical and spiritual, for through it, the gods may be 

appeased and consequently, peace can return to the land.  

To encapsulate the way of life of the people of Khala-Kanti before the arrival of strangers 

(Western civilization) who relegated tradition to the background, Assumta recounts her childhood 

experiences: 

And one evening, the entire village would witness an endless parade of 

baskets and basins full of yams, cassava, plantains and cocoa beans. In short, 

everything that was grown in Khala-Kanti’s fields. The men filled their 

gourds with their best palm wine and thus a festive meal, a veritable feast, 

was prepared for the spirits of the forest. Just before the planting began, they 

implored nature for her leniency. Most importantly, the union between the 

forest and its inhabitants, a union sanctified by the gods from time 

immemorial, was celebrated. (24) 

Assumta’s recounting of the past is representative of her yearning for the good old days 

when nature was closest to, and communed with humanity. This kind of communion between the 

people and the spirits of the forest may now seem farfetched; but in the text we are told that spirits 

of the forest usually sent words through messengers dressed in plant fibers to express not only their 

satisfaction, but also the promise of bountiful harvest and the fairest of seasons: 

Through its appearance and resonance, each tree thus entered into intimate 

communication with the inhabitants of Khala-Kanti. Later, when the masked 

beings were all gathered in a circle at the center of the village, they launched 

into a mesmerizing and melodious concert that evoked in turn the rumble of 

thunder, the crackling of fire in the woods, the roar of big cats, the rhythm of 

hoes digging the soil and even the tinkling of rain on tin roofs. They were 

faithful interpreters of all the rhythms buried in the village’s innermost 

depths. (24-25) 
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To stress the importance of this psucho-spiritual attachment which women in particular 

have for nature, Assumta says: “Each year she awaited this event with impatience and the forest 

had never left her, even if the planting ritual was rarely practised in the village anymore” (26). 

Artistically, Angele Kingue personifies the earth and compares her to a fiance’s seduction to show 

nature’s closeness to mankind in the physical and the spiritual: “And the earth could be heard 

waking up under hundreds of steps pressed against her. She could be heard moaning, whispering, 

tensing, giving herself, offering herself, abandoning herself to the rhythmic caresses of desire from 

time immemorial” (26). 

Clarisse, Assumta’s cousin and friend, accepts the invitation to join Assumta and Bella at 

the Good Hope Centre in Khala-Kanti after gathering the last pieces of her devastated life. The 

natural breeze, the comforting songs of the wind and forest and many more natural phenomena 

help Clarisse to gradually but steadily forget her hurtful past: “She buried the wreckage of her life 

in this corner of the forest where greedy liana and trees snapped it all up in one night” (109). When 

Assumta dies, Bella and Clarisse continue to live her dream and keep her legacy alive.  

Assumta succeeds in rekindling in Clarisse hope and courage to face life by one’s self. This 

rekindled hope explains why Assumta’s death is a very big loss to Clarisse. To keep the bond 

between two sisters, nature is the only channel. Clarisse makes it a habit to always sit or kneel in 

front of Assumata’s grave. She would talk to her cousin as though she was still by her side. Also, 

Clarisse makes sure Assumta’s grave and its surroundings were kept very clean. Assumta’s grave 

becomes a spot of comfort and hope for a brighter tomorrow. No wonder Clarisse says: “She loved 

these calm moments when there was communion between what she could hear in her heart and 

what she could see with her eyes” (109). 

Having been regenerated through the support and encouragement of Assumta and Bella, 

Clarisse completely engulfs herself in understanding how to be a part of nature’s character so that 

what she feels within can be seen and felt outside of her heart and mind: she was beside herself 

with joy as she bursts out emotionally “She (Clarisse) only dressed in green and golden brown, the 
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colors of earth and plant life. She felt she was coming alive again. Dressing was her way of 

extending her mission into what she thought of as external purification” (117).  

In one of her sojourns in Brussels, Clarisse meets with Kiki, a beautiful dress shop keeper 

who markets most of her products by wearing them to attract customers. Kiki inspires Clarisse by 

telling her: “You don’t need to open your mouth for people to know what you’re thinking. Let 

your clothes do the talking. Not just through the colour. Let the designs come alive. They are what 

must convey the state of your soul to the world” (118). 

In her own little corner in the forest finds, Clarisse finds herself thinking about Kiki and 

tells herself that someday, she would find a way to get people to wear their emotions on their 

bodies in order to find true symbiosis with their environment. She ponders, “Didn’t the people of 

the southern forest once read the rhythms of their songs from the painted fabrics they wore?” (118). 

Clarisse resolves to find a way of bringing the plant-dyed and fiber garments back to life, belts 

made out of leaves, skirts of raffia, wrappers of beaten bark. To show her determination in making 

this happen, she seeks help from two other women with whom she rakes, hoes, digs and marks the 

trail for the visitors: a pretty crescent with a hibiscus or daisy hedge (119). 

It seems logically sound to argue that if nature is to respond to man more vibrantly, man 

must begin by treating nature respectfully. Assumta’s large field, which was deforested by the 

truck drivers, is rejuvenated through Clarisse’s reforestation scheme. This move of hers is evidence 

that since nature embraces and accepts her, she is bound to protect, sustain and preserve nature at 

all cost: 

Clarisse spent every hour of the day in her garden. She created a tree-lined 

alley that she named Nourishing Path. On either side of the path, she planted 

one of each of the species of trees that had been devastated by the truck 

drivers and their cronies. She took it upon herself to return to the forest the 

children who had been brutally torn from her arms. (121) 
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“I can hear her sobbing at night and my heart bleeds” (121). This is Clarisse’s confession 

to Bella about her communion with mother earth; further evidence that for the ladies of the text, 

flowing with nature is a matter of the soul, and not just mere bonding. This truth surely accounts 

for Clarisse’s encounter with nature from day to day. As Kingue puts it, “Clarisse was in her 

sanctuary, putting this small corner of the universe back together with the relentlessness of a 

collector in a vandalized museum” (121). Moreover, “She spoke their names (that of the planted 

trees) with reverence, delighting as she stressed every one of their syllables: acajou, iroko, ilomba, 

bubinga” (121). This is clear proof that Clarisse seeks to wrap herself in the whole fabric of nature 

in a mutually beneficial way.  

Clarisse’s involvement with and ardent commitment to nature qualifies her to become an 

environmental specialist who gives natural healing sermons to visitors and inhabitants of Khala-

Kanti who find themselves at the Good Hope Centre. This indeed is her own little way of 

celebrating the wonders of nature through the creation of awareness and effective 

“conscientization”. A few of her solemn declarations reflect the passion with which Clarisse exalts 

the beauty of nature through the spiritual healing potentials of the forest: “Let the forest murmur 

in your ears the keening of your ancestors’ and your children’s anxious despair” (122). Another 

one of her declarations is that “The trees in the forest aren’t cruel, and whatever people tell you, 

men still lean against trees.” Clarisse goes on to say “Let the trees support you, let your shadows 

intermingle” (122).  

Angele Kingue uses not only flora but also fauna to showcase the relationship between the 

trio ladies and nature. We see an aspect of fauna in an argument raised by Clarisse: “This is why 

the elephant is big; this is why it is strong. It absorbs the ancestors’ sweat. It anoints itself with this 

celestial nectar” (123). It is worth emphasizing that if Clarisse succeeds in achieving all that she 

achieves through the reclaiming of Assumta’s land, it will be because Bella gives her the full 

encouragement and support that she needs. 
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The Strong Bond of Sorority Exhibited between Women and Nature 

In Venus of Khala-Kanti, Clarisse does quite a lot in memory of her departed cousin 

Assumta. She sets up an enclosure around Assumta’s grave, beginning with the most vulnerable 

of all trees, “the tree that even young people, who were well practised in modern forestry 

techniques, did not dare fell without the elder’s permission and benediction” (123). Clarisse also 

planted the “essingang”, a “bubinga” that invited preservation. A mystical tree, the ancestor’s 

cradle, it protected against the wrath of evil spirits. In celebration of thwarted motherhoods all over 

the world, she planted an “ilomba”, whose nourishing and salutary sap purified mothers with big, 

round fruits, vessels for a juice that chased death away (123). To demonstrate her total attachment 

to nature especially through the forest, Clarisse completes her forest kingdom as presented below: 

Towards the middle of the field, she created a central place for the “tali”, tree 

of trance and audaciousness, and the eboka, whose drop of sap neutralized 

the impossibility of all illusions. To crown her kingdom, she planted the tree 

of truth at its entrance, a tree with red-orange flowers of which a single bud 

would extract secrets lodged in the deepest recesses of the soul. In front of 

Assumta’s grave, she planted the “wenge”, a beautiful ornamental tree with 

purple flowers that scourged itself twice a year, like the Khala-Kanti widows 

of old to mark the destitution caused by a lover’s death. She took great care 

of this tree which mourned during the rainy season. She called it the tree of 

life and death. (123-124) 

A critical appraisal of the holistic forest Clarisse succeeds in planting reveals that all of 

mankind’s needs are deeply rooted in the forest (trees), which is symbolic of nature in all its 

ramifications. This explains why she feels much more protected in the forest than she feels outside 

of it and is certain that Assumta was now free from the sentence of the ancestors. We are told that 

“Each species had its meaning and its place in the small botanical universe Clarisse had created. 

Each species governed the thousand contradictory expressions of the whole of mankind” (124). 
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Angele Kingue situates the trio of women as ambassadors of climate change mitigation 

through environmental protection, preservation and sustainability: Assumta reclaims her father’s 

land, Bella protects the land and Clarisse rejuvenates the land through the image of the Good Hope 

Centre. Bella and Clarisse use mere natural artifacts to heal the souls and minds of big and 

important personalities who come in great number from the cities. They prepare “pepesoup” with 

first-hand ingredients/spices from their garden, take them around the serene and thought provoking 

Nourishing Path and preach to them about nature’s potentials to eradicate all their human worries. 

The case of a big dignitary who dreams of his forthcoming appointment that is seemingly being 

blocked by an unknown enemy is worth mentioning. This is Bella and Clarisse’s prescription given 

to the big dignitary: 

….We’ll have to extend our walks on the Nourishing Path. Since you started 

on “pepesoup” and water, you’ve been doing better, but only the forest will 

be able to alleviate your conscience. When we’re there, close your eyes and 

tell her everything that’s weighing on your heart that you don’t dare tell me. 

You must recover the lost unity between this world and yours. Tell the forest 

the hunter’s prayer. (126) 

Such a prescription pushes the big shot to openly confess all his evil acts in the forest alone. 

Just the confession begins his healing and repentance and inspires his wishes for the moment. The 

dignitary’s confession ends with the following declaration: “Do not punish me. Do not afflict 

misfortune on my household. My shot was skillful. I killed with respect, not insolence. I will 

celebrate its spirit for nine days and nine nights” (126). 

After contemplating the nature and manner of his life, the dignitary is relieved of his stress: 

“He now seemed to be doing very well even if, in his view, the sole reasons for the disappearance 

of his nightmares were Bella and Clarisse’s magical virtues” (126). This big shot, just like many 

others, would never be convinced that Bella and Clarisse did not have supernatural powers with 

which they carried out their operations. It could be observed that in natural situations, sometimes, 

a mere withdrawal—from a too familiar environment to a more serene and faraway place where 
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one can think about prevailing troubles of life—can be one of the ways by which voices can speak 

to one’s conscience and provide possible solutions for impending worries. This is one of the natural 

secrets held by Bella and Clarisse that causes many to think that Bella and Clarisse are seers or 

witch doctors. To illustrate this argument better, Clarisse’s defense of the pureness of their 

operations to Maleva, Makang, the Secretary General’s wife, confirms nature’s potential healing 

power: 

You see, nature heals me. I hear the foliage whispering. I hear the silent 

melody of the butterflies and the dancing melody of the breeze. By these 

means, all my wounds are healed. And that’s what I offer people who come 

here. We’re all children of the forest, but we’ve forgotten how to 

communicate with her, how to love her, how to get her [to] heal us. We 

extract from her whatever we can, with arrogance, with contempt and without 

gratitude….The forest resents us, and as long as there’s no harmony between 

her and us, the war will be endless. (135) 

Clarisse and Bella succeed in giving life to Assumta’s dream of expanding the Good Hope 

Centre. Apart from the services that she provides at the centre, Bella makes great strides in 

employing her entrepreneurial skills. She and Clarisse construct urinals and toilets, open up a craft 

market centre, produce natural gels for cleaning and, most importantly, natural balms, all from 

natural products. Their combined efforts go a long way to improve the health situation of the entire 

community. Such relentlessness and sacrifices do not go unnoticed. Disabled Without Borders, an 

international NGO, recommends the centre to host their satellite launch shoot. This grand event is 

expected to foster speedy development in the small village of Khala-Khanti in a myriad ways. The 

World Bank also recommends the government to emulate Bella’s model project, which is 

described by World Bank experts in “paternalistic tones”:  

She successfully identified a need, a shortage. She used local resources. She 

transformed everything naturally in its place; she called in experts; she 

sought information about what was happening elsewhere in order to offer 
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quality products to her clientele….To businesses like this one, businesses that 

value local natural and human resources, we are prepared to offer serious 

financing to help them in their plans for expansion. (142)   

Thus, nature’s aura pushes a diminutive lady (Bella) to be at the centre of international 

attraction. In the face of numerous cameras, microphones and tape recorders, Bella boldly makes 

the following declaration at the satellite launch hosted by Good Hope Centre: “We are women 

whose fates are intermingled, bound by a past that’s heavy with impossibility and a future set with 

jewels made of desires and dreams. We’re no longer afraid of thunder and our feet have learned to 

land lightly on the moss and rocks of our forest paths” (146). 

Following the recommendations of the World Bank above, nature finally smiles at Bella 

and her cohorts. The natural reward of hard work—which can be an appointment, a recognition, 

or a promotion or advancement in status—enraptures Bella. The newscast sounded it loudly and 

clearly:  “Madam Bella Mapek, Founding Director of the Good Hope Center, has been appointed 

Minister of Public Works and Land Use Planning by Presidential decree” (150). The irony here is 

that Bella receives this great news with mixed feelings since she would trade the center for nothing 

else. With overwhelming tears of joy in her eyes, Clarisse says “We’re at the top, we too have 

arrived, our ancestors haven’t forgotten us” (150).  

While the impromptu party thrown at the Good Hope Centre in celebration of Bella’s 

appointment is ongoing, Bella withdraws herself back to nature when her head and mind become 

too overcrowded with thoughts/dilemmas. Bella moves to Clarisse’s garden, where the songs of 

the birds, the rustling of the leaves and all the small daily noises that anchored her to Khala-Kanti 

comfort her. Bella crosses the flower garden over to Assumta’s grave; she had developed the habit 

of seeking rejuvenation near her old friend (151). As elaborated below, Bella’s withdrawal to a 

quiet space in nature evidences her unshakable reliance and dependence on nature for all her wants 

and needs: 
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The soothing atmosphere of this lush green garden always managed to calm 

her. She sat down, closed her eyes and saw herself drawing small, interlaced 

circles in the dirt. She was playing with freshly turned earth, earth that 

contained her friend, earth that had become her friend. Assumta held her hand 

out to her, a hand from beyond that carried life and death, a hand at once 

palpable and invisible, fraternal and deadly. (150) 

Bella’s communion with Assumta (earth) is symbolic of their eternal bond of sorority. This 

is Bella in the same kind of contemplative state that her visitors (patients) bring to the Good Hope 

Centre for their healing. She too displays her urgent need for a solution to her overcrowded mind 

and runs back to mother earth, who has all the solutions to mankind’s troubles. Assumta responds 

to Bella in like manner: “In turn, Assumta addressed to her an enchanting, reassuring and knowing 

smile that said ‘I understand, I had forgotten’” (151).  Assumta’s reaction reassures Bella, who 

now goes on to pour out her heart: 

My sister, my daughter, my friend, you of the caste of the immortals, sing 

my lineage for me, find the signs of my future in the cowries’ source, explain 

to me the meanderings of my life. You used to tell me that I would go far. I 

thought you were talking about the Center. But you heard the joke they 

played on me at lunchtime. It’s over, it’s a trap; they’re waiting for me to trip 

over it, so they can knock me down…. (151) 

An emotional outburst of such magnitude definitely awaits a quick natural response. 

Mother earth, represented by Assumta, communicates a sound message to Bella through Khasia, 

her lover, to boost her morals. Through the story, one may truly wonder why someone would 

choose to deny a ministerial appointment. It is therefore glaring, but rather unfortunate, that Bella 

thinks her dreams will be completely quashed by a government that is good at killing dreams and 

rendering her citizens desolate. Bella tells Khasia that she is afraid she will have her hands tied. In 

response, Khasia asks “Which hands are they going to be tying up, my Venus? Show me the hands 
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they’re going to tie up! You’re the woman of a thousand ways; you’re like your namesake in the 

forest, Kul Mapek. You cannot be caught, don’t ever forget it” (152).  

Having found solace in nature’s arms, Bella must undergo the ritual cleansing to set the 

pace for what awaits her in the coming days. In her sleep, she becomes very restless, a state which 

leaves Khasia with the only option of intervening to calm things down. At this stage, the following 

dialogue between Bella and Khasia ensues: 

                      “What is it? What’s wrong with you? Should I take you to the hospital?” he said. 

          “No, to the water, to the water” she gasped. 

          “You want some water?” 

          “No, I want to go to the water” 

          Khasia didn’t understand. 

          “Take me to the water,” she yelled. “Take me to Maeba” 

          “To Maeba? Maeba as in the Maeba on the ocean?” 

          Bella nodded yes. 

          “Are you sure? It’s three hours away, you know?”  

          “Take me to Maeba, I need to wash myself,” she insisted (153). 

From the conversation above, we clearly see that Bella shares a very strong bond with the 

spirits of the waters (another element of nature). Bella seems to project that she needs to wash 

herself only in the Maeba Ocean for her cleansing to be complete. Also, she insists that she will 

walk on foot to the ocean no matter the distance. Bella is finally convinced by Khasia and Clarisse 

to enter a car for the drive to Maeba, where a very surprising event unfolds. Upon arrival, Bella 

immediately takes off her shoes and walks towards a dune, which she climbs with the agility of 

someone used to doing so, after which: 

Bella was radiant, like an apparition, the wind caused her beautiful white 

“boubou” to swell and her long braids floated on her shoulders. Her eyes 

closed, but her head turned toward the sky, absorbing the sun’s rays. She 

came down the ocean side of the dune, undressed and bare-chested, her small 
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white wrapper around her waist. She headed toward Khasia, collapsing on 

his chest. He held her very tightly in his arms. They let themselves flop onto 

the sand. Something had just been confirmed in this embrace, but he didn’t 

know what. (155)    

The above mentioned experience between Khasia and Bella speaks of a real encounter 

between the natural and the supernatural, the physical and the metaphysical realms of nature. This 

experience leaves Khasia stunned. After a long while, Bella gets up and heads towards the sea 

without altering a word to her lover. Natural and supernatural forces interplay in Khasia’s heart; a 

voice speaks of him preventing Bella from going, while a more powerful force stops him from 

doing so. Hence, “Bella glided forward to the water with grace. It looked as if she were floating. 

Not once did she turn back. The water was nearly up to her shoulders, but Khasia could have sworn 

that she was not swimming, that she was still walking on the water” (155-156). 

All the strange and mystical happenings on the Maeba ocean leave Khasia perplexed, yet 

he is resolved to see the end. Bella disappears into the ocean all night while Khasia cries out his 

lungs for want of his lover. The dawn of a new day comes with answers (to his lover’s 

whereabouts) which leave him even more astonished than he was the previous day. Bella finally 

unveils the truth about her birth to Khasia: “Yes, I know you were worried. I am a daughter of the 

ocean. My village is about six miles from here. I spent my entire childhood on this beach. I know 

its every nook by heart” (157). 

In an attempt to mend Khasia’s broken heart and to assuage his fears at the thought of 

missing a loved one, Bella reassures him and in the process completes the revelation of her true 

identity: 

I know what you thought, but the sea decided otherwise. I am her daughter. 

Whatever I do, she watches over me. It is time I tell you the details of my 

birth. I was born in the water. My mother, who was more than eight months 

pregnant, fainted at this very spot and the sea’s waves pulled me from her 

womb and carried me, rocked me until people came! No one has ever known 

how long the two of us floated. (157) 
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Khasia’s declaration reassures Bella that he will be with her all the way when he whispers 

to her “You are my mermaid of the waters” (157). The two lovers set out to find Bella’s daughter 

Mialo ma Ilali. As they drive on, Bella enfolds herself in nature by closing her eyes to feel and 

better enjoy the sounds of the sea. 

Conclusion 

This writer has made a conscious effort, from Angele Kingue’s perspective, to unveil the 

fact that bonding between human beings and nature is more evidently and poignantly demonstrated 

by women than by men. By exploring features of plot and theme in Angele Kingue’s Venus of 

Khala-Kanti, this paper views men as destructive agents of the natural cosmos, while raising 

women to the position of protectors, promoters and sustainers of fauna and flora. The exploration 

of Kingue’s novel has been enhanced through an exploration of the Ecofeminist critical theory to 

argue that women and nature relate symbiotically due to a strong bond of sorority which exists 

between them. For Angele Kingue in Venus of Khala-Kanti, the relationship between women, 

nature and the environment is a matter of the soul. 
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Abstract 

This study was aimed at investigating the knowledge and practice of foot care in diabetes mellitus patients 

in Buea and Limbe Regional Hospitals. Via a structured questionnaire, a cross-sectional study was conducted on a 

total of 60 local diabetic patients, male and female, who were attending diabetic clinics at the Buea and Limbe 

Regional Hospitals. Discussion and analysis of the information received by way of this questionnaire highlighted 

significant gaps in patients’ knowledge of foot care as well as their inadequate foot care practices. The patients’ paucity 

of knowledge about foot care, as well as their unhealthy foot care practices, was associated with low levels of literacy, 

poor economic conditions, and healthcare providers’ inadequate knowledge of their patients. Thus, the study 

evidenced not only that there is a need for diabetes patients at Buea and Limbe regional hospitals to effectively improve 

their knowledge and practice of foot care, but also that other humane changes must to be made with regard to the 

economic and educational status of diabetic patients and the healthcare providers’ knowledge of them. 

Keywords:   Diabetes Mellitus Patients, knowledge of foot care, foot care practices, attitude towards foot care, 

regional hospitals 
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Introduction 

Diabetic foot is one of the most feared complications of diabetes and is the leading cause 

of hospitalization among diabetic patients. Diabetes affects people worldwide and poses major 

public health and socioeconomic challenges (Fomboh, 2017). Diabetes mellitus (DM) is 

considered as one of the most challenging public health concerns, as globally 422 million adults 

were living with diabetes in 2014, compared to 108 million in 1980 (Beagley et al., 2014), (WHO, 

2016). According to WHO in 2016, the global prevalence of diabetes has nearly doubled since 

1980, rising from 4.7% to 8.5% in the adult population. Also, DM leads to both acute and chronic 

complications that result in morbidity and mortality from damage to end organs, the heart, blood 

vessels, eyes, nerves, kidneys, and the lower limbs.  

Moreover, complications affecting the lower limbs are among the most common 

manifestations of diabetes, occurring in 15% of diabetic patients during their lifetime (Bild et al., 

2000). These complications are a frequent cause of hospitalizations and disability, with 1 in 5 

hospitalizations among diabetic patients being directly related to foot ulcers. Moreover, the cost 

of treating these complications accounts for around 25% of the hospital costs of diabetes care, but 

the indirect costs can be greater (Songer, 2001). In additional, data on the diabetic foot in sub-

Saharan Africa are sparse. In Africa, there are several other challenges that lead to poor foot care, 

challenges that include non-existent podiatry services, lack of programs for health care 

professionals and lack of surveillance mechanisms (Chiwanga & Njeleka, 2015). 

In Cameroon, the prevalence of diabetes in adults in urban areas is estimated at 6-8% 

(Njonnou et al., 2018). Mbanya et al. in 2001 in a retrospective hospital audit found that foot 

lesions were the second leading cause for hospitalizations in diabetic patients and were associated 

with a mortality rate of 19.3%. 
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Hence patients’ heightened awareness about foot care is an important line of defense in 

preventing diabetic foot problems and amputation (Wu et al., 2007). In addition, correct practices 

of foot health care are essential for reducing the incidence of foot ulcers and other medical 

complications (McInnes et al., 2011). The nurse has the responsibility of educating the patients on 

how to perform physical examinations and how to take care of their feet on a daily basis. They 

must also be involved in the care of the patient by undertaking foot examinations and wound 

dressings, and by facilitating rehabilitation exercises involving such items as canes, wheel chairs 

and special foot wares.  

Materials, Setting and Methodology 

Two government-owned Buea and Limbe regional hospitals comprise the setting for this 

study. These hospitals are secondary level hospitals in Cameroon and serve as referral and teaching 

hospitals for health personnel in the south-west region. A cross-sectional descriptive study design 

was used to assess the knowledge and practices of diabetic patients in the prevention of diabetic 

foot disease.  Patients attending diabetic clinic at these two hospitals were sampled via the 

purposive sampling technique. A total of 64 patients were recruited for this study, and 60 of them 

responded. Data for this study was collected within a three-month period.  

A structured questionnaire was designed. It was based on literature review and used for 

data collection. The questionnaire was divided into three sections: demographic data, knowledge 

on diabetic foot care, and challenges to the prevention of diabetic foot. Participants’ knowledge 

was assessed in the following areas: their awareness of lack of sensation in their feet, their 

awareness of the need to check their feet, and their practice of daily foot care—washing of feet, 
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moisturizing dry areas of the foot, and checking for fallen objects (such as debris) in shoes before 

wearing them. 

Results 

Socio-Demographic Data 

As Table #1 (below) reflects, of the 60 respondents, 73% were females, 27% were males, 

and 37% of the respondents were aged between 51 and 70 years.  25% of the respondents were 

housewives and 25% were farmers. Only 40% of the respondents had attained a primary level of 

education and just 12% of the respondents had attained a tertiary level of education. Also, up to 

43% of respondents had an income level of less than 5000 francs CFA per month (Table 1) 

Table #1: Socio-Demographic Data 

Variables  Frequency  Percentage  

Gender    

Female 44 73.33 

Male 16 26.67 

Age   

31-50 12 20.00 

51-70 37 61.67 

70 and above 11 18.33 

Educational level   

No education 13 21.67 

Primary 24 40.00 
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Secondary 16 26.67 

Tertiary 7 11.66 

Occupation   

House wife 15 25.00 

Farmer 15 25.00 

Student 1 1.67 

Business 8 13.33 

Others 21 35.00 

Income/ month   

<5000 frs 26 43.33 

5000-10000 frs 3 5.00 

10000-50000frs 10 16.67 

>50000 21 35.00 

 

Knowledge of foot care 

According to data received concerning patients’ knowledge of foot care (see Table #2 

below), most of the respondents (85%) reported having been taught foot care by nurses at the 

diabetic clinic. Up to 55% did not know that a diabetes patient could develop a lack of sensation 

in the feet, and 30% were not aware that diabetes patients could develop a foot ulcer. Moreover, 

57% of the respondents were not aware of the fact that a loss of sensation in the foot makes a 

patient more prone to developing a foot ulcer, and 12% did not know that a foot infection can 
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develop into an ulcer. Only 16.3% could correctly identify that a diabetic patient should cut nails 

straight through—that is, from corner to corner. (See Table #2 below.) 

Table #2 :Knowledge of foot care 

Knowledge Items  Frequency(N) Percentage 

Have you been taught foot care by nurses at the 

diabetic clinic? 

 

No 9 15.00 

Yes 51 85.00 

Can diabetes patients develop lack of sensation in 

their feet? 

 

No  33 55 

Yes 27 45 

Can diabetes patients develop foot ulcers?  

No 18 30 

Yes 42 70 

Loss of sensation in the foot makes a patient prone 

to having foot ulcers? 

 

No 34 57 

Yes  26 43 

Can a foot infection develop into a foot ulcer?  

No 7 12 

Yes 53 88 
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Patients knowledge on how to trim nails  

Cutting along the edges 28 46.67 

Cutting straight through that is from corner to corner 11 16.33 

I don’t know 17 28.33 

Using a nail file 4 6.67 

Knowledge scores N Percentage 

Scored < 3 points 12 20 

Scored 3-4 points 16 27 

Scored > 4 points 32 53 

 

Foot Care Practices 

In the area of patients’ foot care practices—as evidenced in Table #3 below—18% of the 

respondents said they do not dry between their toes, and 55% reported that they apply moisturizing 

lotion on their feet daily even between their toes. Also, 72% of the respondents reported that they 

do not cut their nails straight through and up to 52% reported that they do not check whether their 

shoes or socks leave marks on their feet. Notwithstanding, 88% of the respondents reported that 

they do check for fallen objects in their shoes before wearing them, and 98% said they wash their 

feet daily. Additionally, up to 25% of respondents reported not wearing slippers or shoes all the 

time indoors and outdoors, and 40% of the respondents said they change their foot wear only when 

the foot wear gets damaged. Up to 43% of respondents said they would prefer managing any 

abnormality they find on their feet at home, rather than going to the hospital for treatment, and up 

to 77% of the respondents reported that they never go to the hospital for foot checkup (table 3).  
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Table #3: Foot Care Practices 

Foot care Practices  FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE 

If respondents dry between their toes.   

No 11 18.33 

Yes 49 81.67 

If respondents put moisturizing lotions on their feet 

daily (except between their toes). 

  

No  33 55.00 

Yes  27 45.00 

If respondents wear shoes or slippers all the time 

indoors and outdoors. 

  

No 15 25.00 

Yes 45 75.00 

What patients would do if they find an abnormality.   

Manage yourself 26 43.33 

Consult a doctor 34 56.67 

Rate at which patients change foot wear.   

When slippers are damaged 24 40.00 

once in a year 1 1.67 

More than once in a year 5 8.33 

Interchange 30 50.00 

Rate at which patients go for foot checkup.   

Once in a month 11 18.33 
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Once in 6 months 1 1.67 

Once in a year 2 3.33 

Never 46 76.67 

If patients wash their feet daily   

No 1 2 

Yes 59 98 

If patients moisturize dry areas of their feet daily.   

No 11 18 

Yes 49 82 

If patients check the temperature of water with their 

hand before putting their foot in it. 

  

No 16 27 

Yes 44 73 

If patients cut toe nails straight through regularly.   

No 43 72 

Yes 17 28 

If patients check whether shoes/socks leave marks on 

their feet. 

  

No 43 72 

Yes 17 28 

If patients check whether shoes/socks leave marks on 

their feet. 

  

Yes  29 48 
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No 31 52 

If patients check for fallen objects in their shoes daily 

before putting them on. 

  

No  7 12 

Yes  53 88 

Practice assessment N Percentage 

Scored < 7 points 10 17 

Scored 7 – 8 points 23 38 

>9 points 27 45 

 

Discussion  

Findings of this study showed that the participants were from a lower socioeconomic class 

and had attained  basic level education. This finding is similar to that of the study conducted by 

Reda et al. (2017) in Saudi Arabia, in which 37% of the participants had attained only primary 

education. Additionally, findings suggest that nurses who work in diabetic clinic do inform patients 

about foot care but that the nurses’ knowledge of foot care is very limited. A good majority (55%) 

of the respondents did not know that diabetes could cause a lack of sensation in their feet with and 

that this lack of sensation can lead to foot ulcers 34 (57%). Noticeably, the high percentage of 

participants with poor knowledge regarding loss of sensation in diabetes patients, is consistent 

with Mesale et al., also in Saudi Arabia. Such poor knowledge may be due to the fact that foot 

complications in diabetes are not effectively taught to patients during visits to diabetic clinics in 

our two hospitals. Indeed, some participants (15%) reported they had never been taught foot care 
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in the diabetic clinic. Nonetheless, the number who reported receiving education on diabetic foot 

care from nurses was comparatively higher than in the study by Kishore et al. (2015) in India, 

where only 13% of the respondents were advised about foot care by a health care professional.  

In this study, 47% of the participants were not sufficiently knowledgeable about foot care 

practices, a finding which is in line with a study conducted by Solan et al. in 2016, where 46% of 

the respondents did not know correct foot care practices. 

The results of this study generally highlight various good and poor foot care practices of 

the respondents. A significant majority of them reported washing their feet daily, always drying 

between their toes, cutting their nails straight through and checking for fallen objects (such as 

debris) in their shoes before wearing them. These findings are in line with several studies in the 

published literature (Chiwanga & Njeleka, 2015), (Mesale et al., 2017), (Solan et al., 2016), and 

(Teli & Pannappa, 2017). Notwithstanding the generally good efforts in ensuring these important 

foot care measures, there is still need for education and follow-up to empower all diabetic patients 

to observe these good practices. 

However, the practice of not wearing slippers or shoes all the time (indoors and outdoors), 

as reported in a previous study (Reda et al., 2017), needs to be condemned among diabetic patients, 

as this practice predisposes them to foot injury. Equally, the practice of attempting homecare 

remedies for diabetic foot prior to seeing a healthcare provider needs to be condemned, and patients 

need to be taught the right approach to diabetic foot care during diabetic clinics.  

From the study 45% of the respondents had high scores (performed at least 9 footcare 

practices correctly out of the 13 foot care practices the respondents were evaluated on) in foot care 

evaluation, a significantly lower finding than in Mesale et al. (2017) in Saudi Arabia, where 55% 
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of the respondents had high scores. This difference may be due to the fact that the patients are less 

educated about foot care practices than those patients reported in Mesale et al. 

Conclusion 

Regrettably, the participants of this study have very limited knowledgeable about foot care, 

and their actual practice of foot care is equally regrettable. This situation can be ameliorated by 

government-supported advancement of patient education regarding foot care practices in general 

and diabetic foot prevention in particular. Obviously, the nurses should become more familiar with 

their patients, and patients’ families or guardians should become more educated on the topic of 

foot care, especially as it applies to diabetes patients. 
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Abstract 

This paper, part two of the article titled “We Are not Animals” which was carried in the previous volume of 

this journal, continues an examination of the concept of blacks as property. The stereotypes of blacks as animals was 

fully explored in part one, and the stereotype of blacks as machines is examined here. This latter stereotype is not 

discussed directly in any one of Brodber’s academic papers. However, a number of her non-fiction papers -especially 

Programme Planning in a Multi-Cultural Milieu - as well as Brodber’s first three novels are explored in this paper. 

Programme Planning is a compilation of excerpts from several of Brodber’s other non-fiction writings and is used by 

Brodber as commentary on what some of her other research papers had unearthed. It explores how blacks were planned 

for and expected to respond mechanically to colonisers’ dictates, without input into decisions that affected them 

directly. It explains further how this deletion of the blacks’ input proved critical to the destruction of various plans 

and programmes that had been instigated to regulate them. Consideration is given to western civilization’s concept of 

machines and the power they provide those who control them. The paper looks at how Brodber undermines and 

destroys the impact of such stereotypes in her first three novels and concludes that the characters’ refusal to 

mechanically regurgitate the beliefs and practices of their forebears, establishes that blacks are not machines. 

 

Keywords: Erna Brodber, stereotypes, machine, mechanical 
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Introduction 

Colonialism in the Caribbean was not necessarily erected on the physical ground of a 

people’s land or on the blood of lives lost in the struggle, but upon the psychological exploitation 

of one people by another. This view was perpetuated by the psychologically manipulated who, 

over time, mistook much of what the colonizers taught them as fact and who, even after slavery 

was abolished in theory, still showed signs of mental colonization. Notions of white superiority 

and black inferiority flourished during slavery in the Caribbean as the Europeans created a myth 

of and for the black man. According to Frantz Fanon, “there is a fact: white men considered 

themselves superior to black men” (10). This supposed superiority meant that an inferiority 

complex was developed, and the blacks were the victims of it. “If there is an inferiority complex,” 

Fanon states, “it is the outcome of a double process … primarily economic … subsequently, the 

internalization or, better, the epidermalization … of this inferiority” (11).  Myths that Blacks are 

animals, that they are ignorant and without a brain, that they are machines, that Blacks’ religion is 

nothing more than mere superstition, and other such stereotyping, can be proven to be the basis of 

the success whites garnered during the period of black enslavement in the New World. Mental 

shackles then, were as essential to the planters’ success as physical shackles.  

Creation of Stereotypes 

Stereotyping of blacks during slavery was an effective tool for the colonizers. To be able 

to control the minds as well as the bodies of slaves ensured that they retained the power to keep 

blacks in a constant state of dependence. Sociologist Guy Rocher, in his book A General 

Introduction to Sociology: A Theoretical Perspective, explains that “… [stereotyping] is a very 

profound dependence which is not only economical and political, but also social and even 
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psychological in nature” (498).  Sociologist, historian, anthropologist, novelist and social activist, 

Jamaica’s Erna Brodber outlines how stereotypes are created in her study, Perceptions of 

Caribbean Women: Towards a Documentation of Stereotypes. That paper is a compilation of 

research on women from Barbados, Trinidad and Tobago, and Jamaica, and is based on the images 

of them that existed between 1800 and the 1960s.  The study shows how negative images are 

created and how they make it difficult, if not impossible, for one to define one’s true self. In the 

daily intercourse of human beings, Brodber says, opinions and attitudes are formed and ultimately 

images and expectancies are created. These images often distort the reality of an individual’s 

identity and performance. Brodber goes on to explain that should this distortion not be met with 

open-mindedness, which allows for ameliorating the image, then the image is perpetuated and 

eventually crystallized. It is these distorted but crystallized images that are labelled ‘stereotypes’. 

Stereotyping begins on a small scale with an individual but eventually continues into the arena of 

societal interaction. Over time, this distorted view becomes ingrained into the culture as ‘right’ 

and the victim or actor is forced into behaving accordingly. Mechanically. 

Creation of Myths 

One result of colonialism is the psychological fragmentation of the stereotyped. The 

dilemma they face lies largely in the question of what constitutes their true identity, as this became 

obscure in face of the myths masters gave them to replace the truth of who they were. Myth is 

defined as “a traditional story accepted as history” (wordnet.princeton.edu/perl/webwn) or as 

“something not true... a truth disguised and distorted” (www.carm.net/atheism/terms.htm). George 

Lamming attempts other definitions of myth as it relates specifically to the enslaved blacks, stating 

that:                    

http://www.google.com.jm/url?sa=X&start=0&oi=define&q=http://wordnet.princeton.edu/perl/webwn%3Fs%3Dmyth&usg=__EVSWtpaS1rfSWYeoLUTM7ud6mgs=
http://www.google.com.jm/url?sa=X&start=5&oi=define&q=http://www.carm.net/atheism/terms.htm&usg=__Vf-J75NCm2_cm_IDT6HuT1HkRks=
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it has little to do with lack of intelligence. It has nothing to do with one’s origins in 

class. It is deeper and more natural. It is akin to the nutritive function of milk … 

receive (d) at birth … this myth begins in the West Indian from the earliest stages 

of his education … it begins with the fact of England’s supremacy … a fact which 

can only have meaning and weight by a calculated cutting down to size of all non-

England. The first … is the colonial himself. (26-27) 

This myth, this distorted history which was created for the enslaved blacks, is not easily 

dislodged, and George Lamming emphasizes this fact when he states “it may be modified by 

circumstances, exploited or concealed … but it is there, a part of the actual texture of behaviour 

itself” (26). Frantz Fanon further emphasizes the dilemma of the black man in Black Skin White 

Masks when he comments that  

Overnight, the Negro has been given two frames of reference within which he has had to 

place himself. His metaphysics, or, less pretentiously, his ````customs and the sources on 

which they were ```based, were wiped out because they were in ```conflict with a 

civilization that he did not know and ```that imposed itself on him. (110) 

Having been made to feel unsure of their circumstances and inadequate in their perception 

of themselves, blacks had the further complication of being unable to associate or empathize with 

the enslavers. This Rocher describes as the “psychological ambivalence of the colonized”.  He 

goes on to describe the stereotyped as “a group who succeeds neither in identifying with the other 

that they would like to be, nor in detaching themselves in order to be themselves and different 

from him.” (507) 
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Thus, a people’s identity, sense of self and self-worth steadily eroded over time, as 

stereotypes of blacks as animals, as machines, as ignorant, as sub-human, continued. Notions of 

inadequacy and inferiority so embedded themselves in the blacks’ psyche, that these notions 

became a part of the ‘psychic landscape’ of the people. Inadequacy and inferiority were logical 

results of the acceptance of the myths blacks were given. Lamming establishes that these and other 

such results are inevitable, as “at its worst [myth] is the soil from which the perfect lackey is 

born… [myths have] a great effect upon the culture of a community for it contains—and can even 

succeed in establishing as permanent—important judgments of value. (26)       

Justification of stereotypes and myths 

An already volatile situation was worsened when the colonizers sought to justify what they 

had done to the blacks. This system of justification forms what Rocher labels the “colonizing 

ideology … a set of rationalizations by which the colonizer explains his position … his superior 

status and his behaviour …” (570) Put another way, this colonizing ideology is based on the fallacy 

of the colonizer doing the colonized a favour as the latter was deemed too weak and vulnerable to 

adequately tend to himself. This condition is the direct result of being considered animals and 

being viewed as machines. 

To paraphrase Rocher’s own belief, whites validated their positions and actions by 

claiming that blacks could not govern themselves and that any attempt to do so would ultimately 

lead to anarchy. They believed that blacks were ignorant pagans who could not be trusted to fend 

for themselves. Whites painted a picture of themselves as improvers of the blacks’ condition. The 

blacks’ past, they said, was fraught with primitivism and a high degree of history-less-ness and so 

in lieu of this history, the colonizers ‘graciously’ gave them myth. Whites believed they offered 
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blacks a certain level of civilization they were unaccustomed to. They did not offer them anything 

more than slavery, Rocher explains, as “it would be useless to provoke aspirations which would 

only cause [blacks] dissatisfaction and frustration …” (505) 

Having therefore presented their behavior as that of a civilizing mission or a humanitarian 

act, the colonizers not only justified their mission to their fellowmen, but simultaneously planted 

in the heads of the Africans the belief that all was being done for their benefit. Although notions 

of inferiority, ignorance, paganism, and barbarism were what they were being taught about 

themselves, blacks eventually accepted and - in that act - crystallized these labels. 

The colonizing ideology is based on the colonizers’ belief in the hereditary superiority of 

the white race. By accepting stereotypes blacks have contributed to the perpetuation of notions of 

their inferiority. The perpetuation of these stereotypes even today means that the collective psyche 

of blacks in the African Diaspora is still being eroded, a sure testimony to the power the planters 

garnered by stereotyping slaves and to their success in undermining the blacks’ sense of self. Even 

the globally acclaimed black intellectual Frantz Fanon admits his own participation in 

stereotyping: “When I subjected myself to an objective examination, I discovered my blackness 

… I was battered down by tom-toms, cannibalism, intellectual deficiency, fetishism, racial 

deflects, slave ships .…” (112) Notably, Fanon’s admission came some thirty years after slavery 

was abolished in the Caribbean 

Interrogating myths and stereotypes 

Several writers, not only from the Caribbean but also from wherever Africans were 

distributed via the slave trade, are using their creative works to carve new post-colonial identities, 
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to rewrite the blacks’ history through literature and thereby undermine the legacy of the fragmented 

psyche that stereotypes created. That they are able to write in an effort to right wrongs is itself a 

major accomplishment, as colonial discourse establishes that books are not supposed to be the 

creative result of black writers. What Lamming says of the West Indian writers’ achievement can 

be used in reference to writers throughout the African Diaspora and truly testifies to the their 

remarkable legacy:         

The greater mystery is that there should be West Indian writers at all. For a writer 

cannot function, and indeed he has no function as a writer if those who read and 

teach reading in his society have started their education by questioning his very right 

to write. (27)   

Erna Brodber is one such African Diaspora—and more specifically, Caribbean---writer 

who has not only established her right to write but has also used her writings to interrogate the 

myths and the many stereotypes of the black man that have survived for hundreds of years. Not 

only does she interrogate these myths, she also uses her works to dispel them and to awaken a 

black consciousness within her readers and various other audiences, about the necessity of 

completely obliterating stereotyped identities that have shaped the realities of those in the African 

Diaspora. She uses her works to offer prototypes as the antithesis of stereotypes—prototypes that 

she believes are created by turning the colonizers’ weapons back on them. 

In Perceptions of Caribbean Women: Towards a Documentation of Stereotypes 

(Perceptions), Brodber purports that “crystallization of any attitude, image or stereotype depends 

in part on the willingness of the receivers within the communication system to accept this 

definition or reality and on the willingness of the actors to adjust their behaviour accordingly.” (2) 
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Realising, then, that the impact of stereotyping will be a direct reflection of the level of 

acceptance of those images of inferiority foisted upon them, Brodber uses both her fiction and non-

fiction genres to introduce, discuss and analyze stereotypes of the black man, as well as make 

recommendations for change. Brodber further urges her reading audience to interrogate or question 

the validity of the myths that have been passed down through time and to find alternate realities 

and new identities in the untold, submerged half of history which is the history of the black people. 

Stereotypes of blacks as machines 

Just as she sets out to highlight and destroy the stereotype of blacks as animals in her 

novels, an ideology explored in part one of this paper and carried in the previous volume, Erna 

Brodber shows that it is equally important to destroy stereotypes of blacks as machines, as 

represented in the following well known observation: “A nigger should know nothing but to obey 

his master – to do as he is told to do” (36). The implications of this oft-quoted line from Frederick 

Douglass’s autobiography are usually overlooked. It is an expression of the planters’ opinion and 

hints at the Massa’s aim to create an existence for the black man based on mechanics. The enslaved 

blacks were asked to carry out whatever duties were assigned them without question, without 

objection, without expressing an opinion. Mechanically. 

The invention of machines in western civilization was considered a sign of development 

and growth. Though decried by the Romantic Poets as “dark, satanic mills” (Blake), the Industrial 

Revolution of 1760 - 1830 is very often also presented and embraced in western civilization as 

representative of an important and beneficial mark of progress.  

Ashton, in commenting on the impact of the Industrial Revolution to European civilization, 

posits that “In spite of destructive wars and a rapid growth of population, the material living 
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standards of most of the British people improved, and the technical innovations not only brought 

economic rewards but also provoked greater intellectual ingenuity”. Ashton therefore sees 

innovation not just as an economic course but also as a social and cultural process influenced by 

factors such as war and peace and by the framework of law and institutions (Ashton).   

With machines, humanity has been able to work faster and accomplish set duties at greater 

speed and with greater accuracy, thereby improving efficiency and, to a limited extent, quality. 

The first machines were simple—levers, rollers, pulleys and ramps, for example. As the demands 

grew, more complex machines were created. In a sense the European saw the machine as making 

history, and once invented, they became something Europeans would not live without. They 

ascribed to it the potential to accomplish the most difficult and impossible of tasks, making the 

previously impossible, possible. Yet they saw themselves as greater than the machine as it could 

not operate itself but depended on their supposed superiority to turn it on or off, to feed information 

into it, and to develop formulae whereby the machine would then do necessary calculations and/or 

configurations. Misa, of Illinois Institute of Technology, establishes that “if machines make 

history, they do so only with the assistance of others … it is historians (and others) who decide the 

extent to which technology acts as an independent force to shape history” (www.jstor.org).  

Machines were deemed necessary to the growth and development of civilization, but the 

control the Europeans wielded over them was an added attraction.  Ruth Oldenziel, in Making 

Technology Masculine, presents an interesting read as she speaks of “Men’s love affair with 

technology … male technophilia” (www.jstor.org). This observation is especially interesting if 

read against the notion that the Europeans represented male dominance during colonial times. 

Oldenziel establishes that “technology developed into a powerful symbol of male, modern and 

western prowess .… machines like cars, bridges, trains and planes have become the measure of 
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men” (www.jstor.org). In much the same way, slaves were viewed as motor items over which the 

European masters had complete control. Like machines, slaves were expected to demonstrate a 

lack of will, to be less than human, to meet the demands placed on them; and they should always 

be readily available to accept the directives of the master class. Obviously, the stereotype of blacks 

as machines worked in the favour of the enslavers as it empowered them even as it undermined 

the enslaved; it rendered to further obscurity the blacks’ perception of themselves. Reverend R. 

Bickell, a clergyman who, during slavery witnessed firsthand how blacks were treated, comments 

that “in our colonies there is no inducement held out, for the slave is a complete chattel, a mere 

machine impelled by the whip, as the master has the power of perpetual possession.” (36) 

Brodber’s non-fiction 

In her research work Programme Planning in a Multi-Cultural Milieu, Brodber makes a 

statement that confirms this notion of blacks as machines impelled by the whip to a routine, 

mechanical, and robotic behaviour. She explains that “[the British] strategy for development did 

not lead them into involving the Africans in the planning process. For them, the African was a 

motor item to be simultaneously planned for and used in the implementation of specific 

programmes.”(1) 

Written April 15, 1977, this academic work is a compilation of excerpts from a number of 

Brodber’s other non-fiction writings: Abandonment of Children in Jamaica, (1974), Evaluation of 

the Adult Literacy Programme: A Report to the Literacy Planning and Evaluation Committee, 

(1971), Yards In the City of Kingston, (1975). As previously explained, more than being a 

compilation of excerpts from these studies, Programme Planning is even more importantly the 

stage Brodber uses to comment on the findings of her above-mentioned research papers. She starts 

her paper with a statement that sets the tone for what she examines: 
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We must not forget that the African did not paddle here out of his own needs and 

creative energy.… To settle in Jamaica was not part of the African’s creative 

impulse, it was that of the British. They planned to come here and subsequently 

made plans to develop this geographical area in ways they thought fit. (1)  

Brodber here establishes that planning for the blacks was done without their consent and 

without their input in much the same way that machines are manipulated to get desired results. Her 

paper posits that even if rarely blacks were permitted to plan, they were not permitted the privilege 

of implementation. It meant then that one group was constantly planning for another whose culture 

was different from its own. It meant that the targeted group was not given an opportunity to 

comment on the programme being implemented and with which it was expected to comply. 

Brodber highlights the fact that the blacks were not meant to participate in the development of the 

new world but to be the ‘tools’ that brought about the desired change. Displaced Africans in 

Jamaica for example, were able to garner the right to plan hundreds of years after slavery began 

and almost twenty-five years after slavery was abolished in that island: “By a series of legislations 

culminating in the Act of 1962, the right to plan was formally handed over to the descendants of 

the Africans” (2). Even then, Brodber declares, the right was given “to individuals, not to an 

articulated cultural group” (2).   

Programme Planning also looks at Brodber’s previous research papers and proves that 

programmes or plans will fall short of what they were meant to accomplish if the targeted audience 

is not allowed an input. Brodber presents two case studies. In the first, she explores the 

Abandonment of Children in Jamaica. The objective of this study was to “examine the increase of 

the abandonment of children in Jamaica, because the Child Care and Protection Division of that 

Ministry was alarmed at the alleged increase” (3). Brodber’s study found that what truly needed 
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to be given attention was not what was being investigated. The ‘history of a succession of 

Guardians’, as well as parents’ requests to have children removed to ‘Fit Persons’, was alarming 

and Brodber felt that these should also be focused on. She felt too that the Children Acts, that 

existed in Jamaica and were similar to those in Britain, were not necessarily best for the Jamaican 

situation. 

Brodber’s second case study is “The Literacy Project”. Like the study of the abandonment 

of children, the planners again attempted to educate the folk and thereby change their “deleterious 

folkways”. Lessons were to be given through the mass media of radio and television, and then 

supplemented with face-to-face discussions. These ‘gadgets’ or machines were to be used as 

communication devices and would - as machines were expected to - expedite the time in which 

folks would learn to read and write. However, the machines failed, Brodber asserts, as they were 

not easily accessible; they were not flexible and so could not adjust themselves to the changing 

timeline or the blatant disregar1d for time that was a part of the culture of those planned for. 

Brodber refers to the whole literacy programme as a ‘gadget’ set up to bring about desired results. 

To put such trust in machines proved problematic, however, as the outcome could be predicted 

and no guarantees made. “The gadget had failed to engage the people” (8) in much the same way 

as the perception of blacks as machines failed to truly capture the essence of the black people. In 

reality, Brodber posits, blacks have their own thought patterns and are not predisposed to 

mechanically taking instructions from, or complying with the dictates of, another. This fact was 

demonstrated during slavery where the need to express their non-acceptance of enslavement saw 

the Africans engaging in various forms of revolt against the imprisoning culture. 

In the section of Programme Planning sub-titled “An Ethno-historical study of Jamaica, 

1914-1940”, Brodber demonstrates in her approach to research,how planning for another should 
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be done. She presents excerpts from some of the 90 respondents in an interview she conducted. 

Rather than mechanically plan for these respondents from the outside and assuming ‘the one 

formula’ would apply to all, Brodber treats “each interview as a life history … [and as] …a 

personality responding to life and as a historian” (11). She recognizes that each interviewee is 

unique and takes this into consideration. Brodber pays close attention to “the system of thought 

operating in the consciousness of our respondents” (13) and because she does this, she 

automatically proves that this individual thought pattern meant that those being planned for were 

not relegated to the status of machines and would therefore not fit into any pre-conceptualized 

notion of them that Brodber herself might have. 

The writer does find some value in machines when used to assist her in carrying out her 

interviews. She recognizes the importance of taking not just the respondents’ spoken words but 

also their gestures, tonal quality, and expressions into consideration. According to her, “happily, 

tape-recorders can catch words and tone of voice” (13). Ironically, the respondent whose “laughter, 

inflections, shifts in decibel and in pacing [reflect] her personal comment” (14) is named “Bambi”. 

In the sub-head Brodber stresses that she is “Bambi, the person” (emphasis mine), showing an 

interest in distinguishing her perhaps from the animal character ‘Bambi’, who features in 

children’s entertainment. An interview with her leads Brodber to conclude that “Bambi identifies 

herself very much with a racial group and seems to feel herself as the keeper and dispenser of its 

history” (14). It is interesting that of the many persons who interviewed Brodber, it is Bambi whom 

she chooses to highlight in this regard. Her choice is perhaps borne from the need to individualise 

her subjects rather than robotically lumping them together as if they were all parts of the same 

whole, and perhaps because the description of Bambi can be compared to Brodber’s role as ‘keeper 
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and dispenser” of her racial group’s history, certainly the keeper and dispenser of her Woodside 

community’s genealogy and history, which she documented on their behalf in St. Mary, Jamaica. 

Unlike the planners discussed in Brodber’s two case studies, the interviewer in “An Ethno-

historical Study of Jamaica, 1914 – 1940” sees the value of becoming a part of the people whose 

lives are being explored, rather than treating them as machines and expecting them to function on 

her dictates. Brodber says of Bambi that “she invites me the interviewer to share her feelings by 

… lowering her voice … making … a joke between us … her sighs and her asides” (19). 

As planner, Brodber recognizes the humanity of her subject and shares with Bambi on this 

level, rather than expect a mechanical response. By highlighting the subject’s ‘feelings’, Brodber 

undermines and negates any concept of the person being planned for as a machine and finds value 

in sharing her experiences rather than dictating what those experiences should be. Instead of 

bemoaning the failure of her programme as the planners did in “The Literacy Project” and in “The 

Abandonment of Children in Jamaica”, Brodber can celebrate Bambi’s reaction to life, her “pride 

in the ability of her race to overcome its obstacles … [and its] … triumph over the white man” 

(21). In the conclusion to the paper, Brodber expresses the hope that “this research will ground us 

and … will suggest a model for planners which would take this finding into account in programme 

planning.” (22) 

Brodber’s non-fiction highlights the planters’ and planners’ expectation of a mechanical 

response from those being planned for and the resultant exclusion of the target group from the 

planning process. More importantly, it is instructive in that it presents a model intended to show 

the planners an alternate way to plan. In her fiction, Brodber offers further alternatives as she 

shows what non-acceptance of stereotypes of blacks as machines would mean for the displaced 

Africans. 
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Brodber’s novels 

In her first three novels, Jane and Louisa Will Soon Come Home (1980), Myal (1988) and 

Louisiana (1994), many of Brodber’s characters are depicted as zombies—that is, as sub-humans 

or sub-normals who go through the motions and perform routine tasks - mechanically. Towards 

the end of Myal, the protagonist Ella expresses her realization that characters of Animal Farm--in 

keeping, with Part One of this study that explored the stereotypes of blacks as animals—have been 

made to become machines: “He has … taken their knowledge of their natural world away from 

them and left them empty shells – duppies, zombies, living deads capable only of receiving orders 

from someone else and carrying them out.” (107) 

Blacks were not expected to express their thoughts on any subject, but like machines, 

should carry out relevant functions with the ‘push of a button’, or rather the giving of any 

instruction, or the cracking of a whip. Zombies are mechanical as they go through motions and are 

emotionally and intellectually empty and usually controlled by another. Brodber shows in each of 

her novels, certainly in the first two, how zombies are created. This is seen in Maydene 

Brassington’s accusation of her white husband, the pastor: “William … have you got what to give 

people instead when you take away what they’ve got? … William, you are a spirit thief. You keep 

taking away these people’s spirits” (Myal, p. 18)  

Like Brodber’s female characters, Ella, Anita, and Nellie, blacks were robbed of their spirit 

and left as sub-normals open to whatever new identity was conferred upon them. Each new 

generation was expected to relive the previous generation’s lives (and mistakes) and is thereby 

pulled into a mechanical existence. Brodber highlights this fact in Jane and Louisa Will Soon Come 

Home as protagonist Nellie sees herself, her femininity, as something dirty, a ‘hidey-hidey’ thing. 

Nothing about her is good enough and such notions of inferiority, which led her Aunt Becca of a 
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previous generation to take steps to be like the ‘other’, are passed on. Nellie finds it difficult to 

step outside of this prearranged mode of behaviour but expects to automatically – mechanically – 

live a similar kind of existence. She suppresses her true self, denies her culture, associates with the 

‘right’ type of people and attains a formal education.  

This mechanical existence naturally makes Nellie into a site for others’ manipulation. A 

machine can produce words but only in a language inscribed upon it. One’s mechanical status then, 

Brodber posits, can be expressed through one’s language, through one’s voice. Caribbean writers 

have long established that the reclaiming of one’s voice is integral to breaking free of the 

Colonisers’ mental shackles. In History of the Voice (1984), Barbadian poet, Edward Kamau 

Brathwaite, establishes the concept of "nation language." It is language, he believes, that can unify 

and make a people distinct from others. He calls on Caribbean peoples to respect their languages, 

often pejoratively referenced as ‘dialect’ or ‘creole’, and that a people’s primary language should 

be the preferred source of communication at all levels. Brodber, in her own quest to prove that 

blacks never have to honour a stereotype by giving in to its dictates, highlights Nellie’s fight to 

find her original language and destroy all notions of mechanization. She bemoans “the word plays, 

word plays, word plays, the resistance to communication” (Jane and Louisa, 71). However, 

propelled by her personal ‘obeah man’, a rasta-man with his smell of lime, denoting his ability to 

cleanse her of her mechanical and robotic overlay through her longstanding efforts to pattern 

previous generations and strive to be like and talk like “those people so different – different from 

us” (Jane and Louisa, 73), Nellie eventually finds her voice: 

You understand this damned, shameless rasta-man who is telling me that he wants 

to watch me grow. You understand this r…-c…t of a hungry man from nowhere 

who is to watch and observe me. What the hell he think he is. Man don’t let me … 

https://www.enotes.com/topics/edward-kamau-brathwaite
https://www.enotes.com/topics/edward-kamau-brathwaite
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I had been talking aloud. Is that me? with such expressions … - Yes, it is you. You 

have found your language, Ma’am – he said with a new kind of calm. (Jane and 

Louisa, 71) 

Once she finds her language, Nellie eventually breaks the family routine of mechanically 

aiming for upward mobility by trying to be like “those people”. She thereby demonstrates that she 

is not mechanical, but is a thinking, creative individual who can effect change. In Myal, Ella 

equally learns that her British, upper class white husband, had zombified her, robbed her of her 

potential and left her empty. Like the characters in the book she had been reading, she realized that 

she and other blacks had been left “to run around like half-wits doing what the master has in store 

for them.” (106). She is challenged to move out of this mechanical, zombified state when she visits 

with Reverend Simpson, and is asked, “Have you been zombified? … Need your voice say what 

his says?” (107). From that meeting, “she had been left much richer … Ella was thinking out a 

matter”, and she eventually decided to not perpetuate (mechanically) in her own students, the 

lessons that she had been taught. 

In Louisiana, Brodber presents us with an actual machine. The recorder plays a central role 

in the development of the plot, as in the initial stage of the story, it is the means of communication 

between the protagonist and the venerable sisters. It is interesting how Brodber undermines the 

stereotypes of blacks as machines in this particular novel. She shows the merits of the recorder as 

a data collecting item in much the same way as she does in Programme Planning, praising it for 

its ability to capture ‘words and tone of voice’. The association between blacks and machines is 

seen not to be solely negative, then, as the machine is capable of holding much information, yet 

another direct attack against the stereotype of blacks as ignorant – another discussion for another 

time. Brodber, however, goes further in her attempt to not merely undermine but totally destroy 
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this particular stereotype of blacks. The protagonist Ella is made to beat the recorder at its own 

game as not only is she able to decipher and analyse the information it holds, she eventually keeps 

her own records and erases the need for a recorder at all when she takes over its duties altogether: 

Since Louise related the initial segment of her story more than eight years 

ago, I have not used the recording machine. As a matter of fact, since  

I named myself Louisiana, the sisters have not conducted conversation with me via 

the machine. I like to feel there is some promotion in that for me. (Louisiana, 131) 

When she becomes Louisiana, she becomes the meeting ground of the sisters who had 

given birth to her. They speak directly through her rather than through a machine that had 

adequately filled its role while it was necessary, but which is destroyed in face of a superior 

intelligence – Louisiana herself. Science has indeed given over to ‘higher science’. It is also 

realized in Louisiana, that unlike Nellie, prior to finding her correct language, Ella does not 

reproduce the mistakes of her parents. Ella proves thereby that she is not mechanical and does not 

simply perform in a mode previously set by others.  

Conclusion 

In her treatment of the stereotype of blacks as machines in her fiction and non-fiction 

writings, Brodber holds out potential and possibilities to her readers. Labels of blacks as property, 

she posits, are not enough for one to accept these myths as truth. That Brodber is able to effectively 

dispense with them in her works proves how inadequate they were to begin with. The blacks’ 

ability to identify themselves as a part of the human race and as people able to effect change rather 

than accept the mechanical position they have been ascribed, is what Brodber aims for and achieves 

in her writings. This achievement dispels the myth of the blacks as property and perpetual 

possession and establishes them as the thinking, feeling people they are. It is undeniable that in 
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her non-fiction and fiction, and with a strident, moral voice, Erna Brodber establishes for displaced 

Africans in the Caribbean that we are not machines.  
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